
  

Kaidan’s Immersive Features 
Explained

● Tent

● Sleeping arrangements

● Lead to specific places

● Wait at specified tavern 

● Set home location

● Kaidan Options Spell

● Sandboxing, teleporting, hotkeys

● Survival

● Player progression

● Follow distance and mounted behavior



  

Set up Camp
Tent Supplies

Kaidan’s Tent Supplies will be found in the 
chest in the prison when you rescue him.

When you retrieve the supplies it will trigger a 
conversation between the player and Kaidan 
which will place the supplies in his inventory

Please note Kaidan must have these supplies in his inventory in order to set up camp (if you 
lose them, you can retrieve them via the Kaidan Options spell)



  

 Set up Camp
Small Tent

Contains:

● 2 single bedrolls + sleeping area (4 max if youre sharing bedroll with kaidan)

● wood chopping block

● cookpot & firepit

● perpetual storage chest 

Found under- Kaidan, can I ask you something, then Should we make camp here? Then choose set up a smaller tent 
please.  



  

 Set up Camp
Large Tent

● 7 single bedrolls (1 is a haypile) + sleeping area (9 max if youre 
sharing bedroll with kaidan)

● Bathing area with auto Strip function (there are options for this 
function in the MCM and Kaidan Options spell and it is off by 

default. You can also choose specific strip functions).

● wood chopping block, cookpot & firepit, & tanning stations,

● custom woodland setting & sky visible within tent

● perpetual storage chest

● Idle markers for a variety of sandboxing activities (Praying, 
Reading, Leaning, sweeping) 

Found under- Kaidan, can I ask you something, then Should we make camp here? Then choose set up a Large tent   

● multiple easter eggs that change over the course 
of IF stories being completed

●  gift/letters from Kaidan chest

● map markers to travel to major and minor cities

● features that will unlock as your skills increase 
such as enchanting and smithering  tables

● A pet cat for the tent (please note it requires either 
Milhail house cats or A cats life (this mod will also 
add cats beds, idle markers for sandboxing and 
food/drink for the cat)

Contains:



  

 Lead to specific places

● Falkreath

● Riften

● Solitude

● Whiterun

● Windhelm

Found under- Kaidan, can I ask you something, then I’d like you to lead me somewhere, then choose location   

Locations:

● Dawnstar

● Markarth

● Kaidan’s old hunting 
grounds

● Morthal

● Winterhold 



  

 Wait at specified tavern

When in a city you can ask Kaidan to wait in 
the City’s Inn  

Please note Kaidan may not always 
be happy to wait in some inns.



  

 Set home location

When inside a home that you own, Kaidan will have the option to 
tell him that you wish him to return to that location when 
dismissed.

Kaidan’s dismissed location can also be a tavern or Jorrvaskr.

Please note Kaidan will not always be happy with the dismiss 
location.  



  

 Sleeping Arrangements

This allows you to choose if you want Kaidan to sleep 
beside your player or not.

These options will be for any bed or bedroll that 
supports two people. 

Choosing to Kaidan sleep next to your player will also 
allow him to sit in the cuddle corner with the player.



  

 Hotkeys

This can be found in the MCM

Set keyboard letters/symbols to specific functions 

When the corresponding key is pressed Kaidan will react accordingly 



  

 Sandboxing

This can be found in the MCM, Kaidan Options Spell and dialogue.

The dialogue is: While we are travelling together.

You can choose whether Kaidan sandboxes in cities, homes, inn, on the road or not 
at all

You can also alter the distance Kaidan sanboxes away from the player, the frequency 
Kaidan checks if the player is moving. 



  

 Teleport

This can be found in the MCM and Kaidan Options Spell. 

This enables/disables teleporting feature to Kaidan allowing him to catch up to player 
if he falls behind.

You can also alter the distance Kaidan teleports away from the player, the frequency 
Kaidan checks if the player is too far away. 



  

 Kaidan Options Spell

This can be found in your magic inventory. 

The spell gives you the options that are available in the MCM as well as 
a few that are exclusive to the spell such as play animations and 
aggression.

 



  

 Player Progression

Found under Kaidan, can I ask you something? Then Well, I was 
wondering how you think I’m doing. 

Kaidan will list the players attributes/skills.

 



  

 Follow Distance

This option is found in the 
MCM and Kaidan options 
spell. 

You can set how close/far 
Kaidan follows the player 
to suit your preferences.

 



  

 Mounted Behavior
Changes to mounted behavior 
include:

● 2 separate distances (close and far 
following on horseback)

● 2 different dismount behaviours (only 
on player dismount, dismount on 
player weapon unsheathe)

● Kiai fixes: cant activate her, shes 
immortal, marked as Kaidan’s 
property (after purchase)

 

Please note you must 
purchase Kiai from the 
Whiterum stablemaster



  

 Survival

The base survival mod does 
not require any survival mods. 
However it does support the 
following:

● Sunhelm

● Sunhelm cold

● Ineed (has follower support)

● Last Seed (has follower support)

● Frostfall

 

With the base survival, you can ask 
Kaidan about surviving out here, 
then you have the option to tell him 
I’m freezing, hungry, thirsty, 
exhausted or ask him if he has any 
advice or if he is hungry. Kaidan will 
then respond accordingly. 

With survival mods that have follower 
support Kaidan will also have needs and 
voice these needs. If you have any or all of 
the fratpack they too will have needs and 
voice them.



  

Kaidan’s Immersive Features 
Explained

● Kiai recolour by BWB (based on witcher horses and witcher 
saddles) (private mod)

● UI used in walkthrough - EdgeUI 
https://www.patreon.com/EdgeUI

Credits:

Enjoy, from the Harbingers at the Kaidan - Immersive Features Discord 
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